CASE STUDY
OPENVIEW INSTALLS STATE-OF-THE-ART SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR
XSCAPE LEISURE DESTINATIONS
Xscape is a year-round indoor destination experience where snow falls indoors in the Snozone centre, which offers
skiing and snowboarding on real snow for beginners and experienced winter sports enthusiasts alike. Each Xscape
venue offers a range of leisure and entertainment facilities including ski slopes, restaurants and Cineworld multiplex
cinemas. Other activities include Hollywood bowling, Gravity Trampoline Parks, indoor adventure golf, climbing walls,
indoor skate parks and soft play areas.

The Challenge
As part of the Landsec Group, Xscape wanted to upgrade the security systems for the Xscape leisure destinations
in Milton Keynes and Castleford. With such a busy day/night economy, it was important to ensure that the security
systems perform to the highest standards to keep visitors safe at all times Xscape wanted to install the latest IP
HD CCTV cameras, CAT6 Ethernet infrastructure, video management and storage platform and video wall at each
location.

The Solution
OpenView Security Solutions was chosen to carry out this upgrade after establishing a track record of successful
CCTV deployments at a number of shopping centres that form part of Landsec’s expanding property portfolio.

After conducting extensive site surveys, OSS carried out the first installation at Milton Keynes where 150 new
IndigoVision IP HD cameras, including static and PTZ (pan, tilt and zoom) devices, were installed. The cameras were
connected to a new CAT6 1GB Ethernet infrastructure which was supplemented with Wi-Fi for the more remote
locations. An IndigoVision video management system and 60TB NVR (network Video Recorder) were also installed
with a video wall comprising four 40” monitor screens.
This system is fast, easy to manage and delivers HD quality images to Xscape’s control room enabling the security
team to efficiently respond to any event anywhere in the multi-level entertainment complex or car parking areas.
OSS subsequently installed a similar system at Xscape in Castleford comprising 80 new IndigoVision IP HD
cameras, including static and PTZ, connected to a new CAT6 Ethernet 1GB infrastructure supplemented with
Wi-Fi for the more remote locations. An IndigoVision video management system and 60TB NVR (network Video
Recorder) were also installed with a video wall comprising two 40” monitor screens.
“We are receiving an increasing number of enquiries from organisations in both the public and private sectors
that want to upgrade their security in response to the rising threat levels across the UK,” added Andy Ward, Sales
Director of OpenView Security Solutions. “Installations of this kind demonstrate our ability to design and install high
speed Ethernet infrastructures that enable the delivery of an effective response to this new environment.”
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